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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Stemming from our implementation of parallel coupled-cluster (CC) capabilities for electron spin
resonance properties [J. Chem. Phys. 139, 174103 (2013)], we present a new massively parallel linear
response CC module within ACES III. Unlike alternative parallel CC modules, this general purpose
module evaluates any type of first- and second-order CC properties of both closed- and open-shell
molecules employing restricted, unrestricted and restricted-open-shell Hartree–Fock (HF) references.
We demonstrate the accuracy and usefulness of this module through the calculation of static polarisabilities of large molecules. Closed-shell calculations are performed at the following levels: secondorder many-body perturbation theory [MBPT(2)], CC with single- and double-excitations (CCSD),
coupled-perturbed HF and density functional theory (DFT), and open-shell calculations at the unrestricted CCSD (UCSSD) one. Applications involve eight closed-shell organic-chemistry molecules (Set
I), the first four members of the closed-shell thiophene oligomer series (Set II), and five open-shell radicals (Set III). In Set I, all calculated average polarisabilities agree reasonably well with experimental
data. In Set II, all calculated average polarisabilities vs. the number of monomers show comparable
values and saturation patterns and demonstrate that experimental polarisabilities may be inaccurate.
In Set III, UCCSD perpendicular polarisabilities show a reasonable agreement with previous UCCSD(T)
and restricted-open-shell-MBPT(2) values.
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1. Introduction
The calculation of molecular properties with predictive
accuracy is one of the most important endeavours in
quantum chemistry. Quantitative molecular properties
targeted for prediction pertain to almost all areas of
chemistry and include geometry structures, linear and
non-linear optical properties, excitation and ionisation
energies, electron affinities, nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) parameters and electron spin resonance (ESR)
quantities, inter alia [1–5]. Various calculation factors

Coupled-cluster theory;
coupled-cluster response
treatment of properties;
massively parallel
coupled-cluster
implementations to evaluate
properties; static dipole
polarisabilities

affect the accuracy of the predicted properties (e.g. basis
sets, vibrational, environmental and relativistic effects);
however, for many properties, the inclusion of high levels of electron correlation effects is the decisive factor
for their accuracy. Therefore, to calculate properties of
large molecules, Kohn–Sham density functional theory
(KS DFT) [6,7] is usually favoured over wavefunctionbased alternatives [3,8] due to its attainment of electron correlation effects at low computation cost. While
many of its properties are correct, KS DFT failures with
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properties’ predictions are well-known and documented
[8–11]; these failures stem from inherent deficiencies
in KS DFT [12–16] such as the self-interaction [17–19]
and delocalisation [20] errors, inter alia. For instance,
pertinent to the properties herein considered, Kirtman, Champagne et al. [9–11] have shown that KS
DFT usually overestimates the (hyper)polarisability values of polymers due to an incorrect electric-field dependence in the response part of many exchange-correlation
potentials [9]. In contrast, wavefunction-based methods, including the simplest Hartree–Fock (HF) method,
do not exhibit these (hyper)polarisabilities’ overestimations because they do not involve KS DFT exchangecorrelation functionals (cf. Section 4).
Unlike KS DFT, wavefunction-based post-HF methods [2,21] [e.g. many-body perturbation theory (MBPT),
coupled-cluster (CC) theory, configuration interaction
and multi-reference approaches] are computationally
expensive but provide properties with accurate and controllable predictability, free of the aforesaid KS DFT
deficiencies. Certainly, the CC methods [2,22–24] do
not escape from this situation because, except for their
finite-order approximations [e.g. second-order MBPT
[MBPT(2)] [25,26] and linear CC [27,28]], they exhibit
an exacting trade-off between high accuracy and computational cost. For instance, the CC with single, double and perturbative triple excitations [CCSD(T)] [29,30]
method is recognised as the ‘gold standard’ for electronic
structure calculations, but it is nonetheless computationally onerous.
To overcome the discussed limitations, leading quantum chemistry codes such as CFOUR [31], GAMESS
[32–34], Gaussian [35], Molpro [36,37], NWChem [38],
ORCA [39] and Q-Chem [40] include some form of
parallel CC capabilities to expedite CC applications.
Moreover, the codes ACES III [41], NWChem [38] and
PSQ [42] offer a higher class of CC parallel implementations designed to perform effectively on the massively parallel scale. Noteworthy, the parallel CC capabilities in ACES III [41] and NWChem [38] are not
restricted to routine ground-state energy calculations but
extend to linear-response properties calculations. In fact,
NWChem [38] featured the first massively parallel linearresponse CC implementation to calculate polarisabilities.
Thus, with those resources, Hammond et al. [43] calculated the dynamic polarisabilities of large polyaromatic
hydrocarbons (pyrene and the oligoacene series from
benzene to hexacene) with the CC with single- and
double-excitations (CCSD) method, and Kowalski et al.
[44] calculated the static and dynamic polarisabilities of
the C60 fullerene with the CCSD method for the first time.
The latter study documents C60 as the largest molecule

in absolute terms treated for CCSD polarisability calculations to date [44].
The massively parallel code ACES III [41] is characterised by its utilisation of various state-of-the-art
advancements for parallel programming. These include
the Super Instruction Processor (SIP) [45] and the Super
Instruction Architecture Language (SIAL) [46] to execute and develop parallel codes, respectively, and the parallel OED/ERD atomic integral package [47]; the latter
is one of the fastest packages to evaluate atomic integrals. Remarkably, ACES III’s parallel tools were developed in house, independently from previous efforts,
and, therefore, differ from the parallel tools in the
NWChem’s Global array toolkit. Originally, ACES III’s
parallel CC capabilities were limited to the calculation
of primary properties (e.g. ground- and excited-state
energies, molecular geometries, vibration frequencies,
etc.) [41]. However, to enhance those capabilities, we
have implemented a massively parallel general-purpose
linear-response CC (LR-CC) module [48] in ACES III
to evaluate any type of properties from first to second
order (i.e. from zero- to linear-response regime). Furthermore, this module is not limited to property calculations with closed-shell molecules as is the case with
its NWChem counterpart to the best of our knowledge. This last aspect reflects our primary interest in
evaluating ESR properties [48], which are only relevant
to open-shell molecules. A previously published article on ESR isotropic hyperfine coupling constants Aiso,N
[48] of large radicals illustrated our open-shell CC firstorder property implementations, and the forthcoming
articles on the ESR g- and D-tensors [49] will illustrate
our open-shell CC second-order (linear-response) implementations. However, for second-order properties, the
LR-CC module’s capabilities can be more easily illustrated with the calculation of static dipole polarisabilities [50–52] – an important type of second-order property that is computationally less demanding to evaluate
than the ESR g- and D-tensors. For these reasons, we
report herein the theoretical foundations, performance
and application of this massively parallel LR-CC module
through the calculation of static polarisabilities of large
molecules at the MBPT(2) and CCSD levels. Besides,
the implementation of this parallel LR-CC module and
its application to polarisabilities are complementary to
previous NWChem efforts [43,44]. Before concluding,
it should be emphasised that aside from reporting a
milestone in our development of massively parallel CC
capabilities [48], the calculated polarisabilities are valuable by themselves given the relevance of this property
in chemistry, physics, materials science and technology
[50–52]. This relevance is attested by the numerous
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theoretical studies devoted to predict accurate polarisabilities [9–11,43,44,53–60].
This article is organised as follows. In Section 2, we
summarise the theory on the CC response treatment of
properties that is the foundation of the massively parallel LR-CC module in ACES III [41]. In Section 3, we
present the computational details of this study and a performance analysis of the developed module. In Section 4,
we present and discuss the calculated static polarisabilities and related properties at the coupled-perturbed HF
(CPHF), DFT, MBPT(2) and CCSD levels in comparison
with available experimental data. Finally, in Section 5, we
present the main conclusions from this study.
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2. Theory
The CC response treatment of properties is explained
in detail in Refs. [61–65] and references cited therein.
Therefore, here, we present a brief review of its theory
as is employed for the present efforts. The CC response
treatment of properties [61–65] starts with a perturbed
Hamiltonian Ĥ:
Nλ
μ




λi Ĥi(λ) +
μi Ĥi(μ)
Ĥ λ, μ = Ĥ0 +
N

i=1
Nλ ,Nμ

+



λi μ j Ĥi(jλμ)

ECC (λ, μ ) from the perturbed Hamiltonian Ĥ(λ, μ ) is
[66–69] (cf. also Ref. [22])



¯ 
ˆ Ĥ
λ, μ |0 
ECC λ, μ = 0 | (1 + )

with CC de-excitation amplitudes λ̃ab...
i j... . ECC (λ, μ ) satisfies a generalised Hellmann–Feynman theorem [67]
and, therefore, it is conveniently adopted for properties’ calculations resulting from its derivatives with
respect to the strength parameters. Full determination
of |CC and ECC (λ, μ ) requires the knowledge of
ab...
the CC amplitudes tiab...
j... and λ̃i j... ; these are obtained
through the stationary conditions ∂ECC (λ, μ )/∂tiab...
j... =
0 and ∂ECC (λ, μ )/∂ λ̃ab...
i j... = 0 that lead to the T̂ - and
ˆ
-equations,
Equations (3) and (4), respectively [2,22,23]

¯ 
Q̂Ĥ λ, μ |0 = 0

i, j=1

that is partitioned into an unperturbed,
 λzeroth-order,
λi Ĥi(λ ) and
Hamiltonian Ĥ0 and into first-order, Ni=1
Nλ

Nλ ,Nμ
(μ )
(λμ )
,
i=1 μi Ĥi , and second-order,
i, j=1 λi μ j Ĥi j
perturbation terms with respect to the strength parameters λ = (λ1 , λ2 , . . . λNλ ) and μ = (μ1 , μ2 , . . . μNμ ).
Properties of our immediate interest (e.g. dipole polarisability and ESR tensors [48,49]) can be evaluated with
the Hamiltonian Ĥ(λ, μ ) in Equation (1). The specific
identities of the perturbation terms and strength parameters in Ĥ(λ, μ ) depend on the particular property being
calculated as shown at the end of this section.
In the CC theory [2,22,23], the exact wavefunction
|CC of a molecule is |CC = exp(+T̂ ) |0 , where
|0  is an HF reference wavefunction and T̂ = T̂1 +
T̂2 + · · · T̂n + · · · is the excitation operator in terms
of single-, T̂1 , double-, T̂2 , … and n-excitation, T̂n ,
operators from|0 . Denoting occupied and virtual HF
spin-orbitals with the indices: i, j, ... etc., and a, b, ...
etc., respectively, then, |0 =|i, j, ... and T̂n = (n!)−2
ab... ab... † †
† †
ˆ
ˆ
i j... ti j... {â îb̂ j...}, where î, j... etc. â , b̂ ... etc. are
the spin-orbitals’ annihilation and creation operators,
respectively, tiab...
j... … etc. are the CC excitation amplitudes,
and {...}denotes normal order. The CC energy functional

(2)

¯
where  denotes correlation correction, Ĥ(λ, μ ) =
exp(−T̂ )Ĥ(λ, μ ) exp(+T̂ )is the similarity-transformed
ˆ the CC de-excitation operator. Like
Hamiltonian and 
ˆ
ˆ = 
ˆ1+
ˆ 2 + ···
ˆ n + · · ·,
T̂ ,  is expressed as 
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
where 1 , 2 , . . . n are single-, double-, … n-de
† ˆ†
ˆ n = (n!)−2 ab... λ̃ab...
excitation operators: 
i j... i j... {î â j b̂...},

i=1

(1)

3

(3)


¯ 
ˆ Ĥ
0 | (1 + )(
λ, μ − ECC )q̂ρ |0  = 0,
ρ = 1, 2, . . .

(4)


where Q̂ is the projector operator Q̂ = m=0 |m m |
ˆ
ρ = 1, 2, ...
and q̂ρ = {â† îb̂† j...},
First-order and second-order properties with respect
to the strength parameters are obtained from the
first and the second derivatives of ECC (λ, μ ) with
respect to those parameters in the limit of zero strength:
∂ECC (λ, μ )/∂λi |λ,μ=0 (or ∂ECC (λ, μ )/∂μi |λ,μ=0 )
and
∂ 2 ECC /∂λi ∂μ j |λ,μ=0 .
Differentiation
of
ECC (λ, μ )in Equation (2) renders


∂ECC λ, μ 


∂λi
+

Nμ


¯ (λ )
ˆ Ĥ
|0 
= 0 | (1 + )
i
λ=0

¯ (λμ) | 
ˆ Ĥ
μ j 0 | (1 + )
0
ij

(5)

j=1



∂ 2 ECC λ, μ 


∂λi ∂μ j

¯ (λ) | 
ˆ μi Ĥ
= 0 | 
0
i
λ,μ=0

 ¯ (λ) μi 
ˆ Ĥ
|0 
+ 0 | (1 + )
i , T̂
¯ (λμ)
ˆ Ĥ
|0 
+ 0 | (1 + )
i

(6)
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¯ (λ )
¯ (λμ)
where Ĥ i
= exp(−T̂ )Ĥi(λ ) exp(+T̂ ), Ĥ i
=
(λμ )
μi
μi
ˆ
exp(+T̂ ), and T̂ and  are the operexp(−T̂ )Ĥi
ator derivatives (or perturbed operators): T̂ μi (λ, μ ) =
ˆ μi (λ, μ ) = ∂ (
ˆ λ, μ )/∂μi . The
∂ T̂ (λ, μ )/∂μi and 
relatively simple expression for ∂ECC (λ, μ )/∂λi |λ,μ=0
in Equation (5) clearly manifests the effect of the generalised Hellmann–Feynman theorem [67] satisfied by
ˆ μi are
ECC (λ, μ ). The operator derivatives T̂ μi and 
ˆ
obtained by differentiating the T̂ - and -equations,
Equations (3) and (4), respectively, with respect to the
strength parameters [65]. As those equations show, the
ˆ μi depend upon the T̂ μi ones:
derivative operators 
μ
μ
μ
i
i
i
ˆ = 
ˆ (T̂ ) and are computationally more expen
ˆ μi -equations can
sive than the last ones. However, the 
ˆ μi
be combined with Equation (6) to eliminate the 
2
from ∂ ECC (λ, μ)/∂λi ∂μ j |λ,μ=0 and express the latter
exclusively in terms of T̂ λi and T̂ μi [70]:


 ¯ (μ) λi 
∂ 2 ECC λ, μ 
ˆ Ĥ
|0 
= 0 | (1 + )

i , T̂

∂λi ∂μ j
λ,μ=0

 ¯ (λ ) μ j 
ˆ Ĥ
|0 
+ 0 | (1 + )
i , T̂
 ¯ 
 μ j  λi 
ˆ Ĥ λ, μ , T̂ , T̂ |0 
+ 0 | (1 + )
¯ (λμ) | 
ˆ Ĥ
+ 0 | (1 + )
0 .
i

(7)

Equation (6) is termed the asymmetric
∂ 2 ECC (λ, μ)/∂λi ∂μ j |λ,μ=0 expression with respect
to the operator derivative variables because it requires
ˆ μi but not the λi -derivatives
the μi -derivatives T̂ μi and 
λi
λi
ˆ
T̂ and  . In contrast, Equation (7) is termed the
symmetric ∂ 2 ECC (λ, μ)/∂λi ∂μ j |λ,μ=0 expression
because it requires both μi - and λi -derivatives, more
ˆ λi and 
ˆ μi .
specifically, the T̂ λi and T̂ μi but not the 
While Equations (6) and (7) are mathematically equivalent, Equation (7) is computationally less demanding
than Equation (6) because the former does not require
ˆ μi . However, the asymmethe operator derivatives 
try of Equation (6) can be exploited to increase its
computational efficiency when the dimensions of the
perturbations λ and μ, Nλ and Nμ , differ; in that case,
the second perturbation μ can be selected as the one
having the smaller dimension Nμ so that Equation (6)
utilises the lowest possible number of operator derivaˆ μi . This situation is encountered in the
tives T̂ μi and 
calculation of NMR shielding [71], where λ and μ can be
conveniently chosen as the applied magnetic field B and
the nuclear magnetic moments FN by the NN nuclei in a
molecule, respectively, since Nλ = 3 < Nμ = 3NN in all
practical cases with NN ≥ 2. However, this computational
saving cannot be applied to the calculation of static polar-

isabilities because in this case λ = μ = electric field F and
Nλ = Nμ = 3 [cf. Equation (8) below]. Currently, our
general purpose LR-CC module employs the asymmetric
Equation (6), while the symmetric Equation (7) will be
implemented in the future.
For the static polarisabilities considered in this investigation, the perturbation part of Ĥ(λ, μ ) only contains
a single first-order perturbation term:
Nλ


λi Ĥi(λ) =

i=1

3


Fi Ĥi(F) ;

i = 1, 2, 3 = x, y, z;

i=1

Ĥi(F) =



(F)

(F)

hipq p† q ; hipq

p,q

= −p| −

Ne

n=1

rni +

NN



ZN RNi q

(8)

N=1

where the strength parameter λ is an applied, static and
uniform electric field F = (F1 , F2 , F3 ), Ĥi(λ ) = Ĥi(F) is
the component of the one-electron electric dipole oper(F)
are the matrices elements of the one-electron
ator, hipq

part Ĥi(F) in the spin-orbital basis, rn = (rn1 , rn2 , rn3 ) and
RN = (RN1 , RN2 , RN3 ) are the positions of the Ne electrons
and NN nuclei, respectively, and ZN the nuclear charges.
The first- and second-order properties corresponding to
this perturbation term are the permanent dipole p0 and
the polarisability tensor α, respectively. The latter is from
Equations (6) and (8):

∂ 2 ECC 
¯ (F)
ˆ Fj Ĥ
= 0 | 
αi j =
i |0 

∂Fi Fj F=0
 ¯ (F) Fi 
ˆ Ĥ
|0 
+ 0 | (1 + )
i , T̂
 (F)
(F )
hipq D pq j
=

(9)

p,q

i)
where D(F
pq are the elements of the correlated-corrected
CC-response perturbed one-electron density matrix

†
i)
ˆ Fi
D(F
pq = 0 |  exp(−T ) p q exp(+T ) |0 

ˆ
) p† q exp(+T ), T̂ Fi ]
+ 0 | (1 + )[exp(−T
(10)
Expressions to evaluate other second-order properties
(e.g. ESR g- and D-tensors) will be discussed in future
publications [49].
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3. Computational details, relevance of the
investigated molecules and timing analysis
Static dipole polarisability tensors α and some of their
related properties [average static polarisabilities αave. ,
static polarisability anisotropies α and perpendicular
polarisabilities αP , cf. Equation (11) and Section 4] are
computed for 16 large molecules. To facilitate their study,
these molecules are arranged into three sets according
to their similarities in structure and chemical properties. Set I contains eight closed-shell molecules of interest in organic chemistry: quinoline, isoquinoline, benzonitrile, nitrobenzene, acenaphthene, benzanthracene,
fluorene and thiophene (cf. Figure 1 for their structures). Set II contains the first four members of the

closed-shell tiophene oligomer series: thiophene, 2,2 







bithiophene, 2,2 :5 ,2 -terthiophene and 2,2 :5 ,2 :5 ,2 quaterthiophene (cf. Figure 1 for their structures). Finally,
Set III contains five open-shell radicals: 1-3 pentadieneyl radical, C5 H7 (doublet), 1-3-5-7 nonatetraeneyl
radical, C9 H11 (doublet), 1-3-5 hexatriene cation radical, C6 H8 + (doublet), 1-3-5-7-9 decapentiene cation radical, C10 H12 + (doublet) and p-p-quinodimethane diradical, C8 H8 = •CH2 − C6 H4 − CH2 • (triplet). Thiophene
is the only molecule included in two sets (Sets I and II)
as explained in the next paragraph. Finally, a 17th closedshell molecule: hexacene, C26 H16 , not included in any of
the above sets, is employed in a polarisability calculation

5

to generate timing data of the present massively parallel LR-CC module (cf. the discussion at the end of this
section).
The molecules investigated herein are in principle
selected because of their large sizes in order to demonstrate the capabilities of the present parallel implementation. Furthermore, in the case of the molecules in Sets
I and II, the availability of experimental average polarisabilities αave. from various measurement techniques
permits to ascertain the accuracy of both calculated
and measured αave. (cf. the discussions in Section 4).
Nevertheless, on selecting these molecules, special
attention is also paid to the practical relevance of their
polarisabilities in chemistry, physics, materials science
and pharmacology. For instance, in the case of Set I,
quinoline and isoquinoline are important in pharmacology, and understanding their electronic distributions
in terms of their αave. is helpful to characterise their
bacteriological activities [72]. Knowledge of the static
polarisability tensor α helps to explain the mesogenic
properties of benzonitrile [73]. Nitrobenzene is used
in Kerr cells due to its large Kerr constant [50]; the
potential use of this material and others in Kerr cells
based on their Kerr constants can be theoretically predicted from their static polarisability tensors α [50]. The
electroluminescence properties of fluorene can be
explained from their electron distributions in terms of its
αave. [74]. Calculations on the closed-shell molecules in

Figure . Structures of the  large molecules studied in this investigation. Set I of molecules: quinoline, isoquinoline, benzonitrile,

nitrobenzene, acenaphthene, benzanthracene, ﬂuorene and thiophene. Set II of molecules: thiophene and its successive oligomers: , 
 

 
 
bithiophene, , : , -terthiophene and , : , : , -quaterthiophene.
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Set II permit the analysis of the variation of the thiophene
oligomers’ αave. (N ) as a function of their number of thiophene units (monomers) N along the lines of previous
studies of polymers’ polarisabilities [9–11]. This type of
analysis is important to predict conductive and optical
properties of thiophene oligomers and polymers and
helps to settle down the discrepancies between calculated
and measured αave. (N ) of these oligomers [56,75] (cf.
Section 4). Finally, calculations on the open-shell radicals
in Set III provide polarisability data so far unavailable
experimentally due to the difficulties that these unstable radicals pose to their experimental determination
[76,77]. Knowledge of accurate polarisabilities of these
open-shell radicals is important for the hypothetical
design of multifunction components that can change
their conductive and optical properties upon change of
their spin states by an external magnetic field [76,77].
For the closed-shell molecules in Sets I and II, static
dipole polarisability tensors α and related properties
are calculated at the CPHF, MBPT(2) and CCSD levels to demonstrate the capabilities of the massively parallel LR-CC module in ACES III [41] and to examine
the effect of increasing levels of electron correlation on
the accuracy of the results. In addition, the same properties are calculated at the KS DFT level in order to
compare the accuracies of wavefunction-based and DFT
results. Present DFT calculations for α are performed
with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [78]
and its long-range-corrected (LC) [79] version, the LCPBE functional; the latter displays a correct asymptotic
behaviour in its exchange-correlation potential. For the
open-shell molecules in Set III, static dipole polarisability tensors α and related properties are calculated at
the unrestricted CCSD (UCCSD) level. All the molecular geometries are calculated at the DFT/B3LYP [80]
/6-311++G(2d,2p) level. Except in two cases discussed
shortly, all the static dipole polarisability tensors α are

calculated with the Sadlej PVTZ basis sets [81], which,
following Hammond et al. [82], produce results comparable to those obtained with the larger Dunning ccPVTZ basis sets [83]. The two exceptions involve benzan




thracene and 2,2 :5 ,2 :5 ,2 -quaterthiophene. For these
two molecules, Sadlej PVTZ basis sets show linear dependencies and, therefore, both Dunning cc-PVDZ and ccPVTZ basis sets [83] are used instead. A comparison of
the cc-PVDZ and cc-PVTZ results can gauge the convergence rate of these standard basis sets in polarisability calculations. All the present DFT and CPHF calculations are performed with the NWChem [38] code, while
all the present MBPT(2), CCSD and UCCSD calculations
are performed with the ACES III [71] code with our currently implemented LR-CC module.
Before discussing the present applications in the next
section, it is opportune to discuss herein relevant timing data of the new massively parallel LR-CC module.
These timing data are based on the polarisability calculation of hexacene, C26 H16 , an aromatic oligoacene
with six benzene rings, at the CCSD level with the Dunning cc-PVTZ basis sets [83]; this calculation involves
a total of 444 basis set functions. Table 1 lists the wallclock times in minutes for all the LR-CC submodules involved in the aforesaid calculation: the HF calculation and partial post-HF transformation, the CCSD
ˆ
T̂ - and -equations,
Equations (3) and (4), the CCSD
μi
μi
ˆ
T̂ (λ, μ ) and  (λ, μ ) derivative calculations, and the
i)
CCSD density D(F
pq calculation, Equation (10), and final
ˆ
assembly. Times for the CCSD T̂ - and -equations
subμi
ˆ μi (λ, μ )
modules and for the CCSD T̂ (λ, μ ) and 
derivatives submodules are per iteration; these procedures experience on average 14, 14, 29 and 27 iterations,
respectively. Timing data are presented as a function of
the number of utilised computer cores: 400, 800 and
1600 cores. These timings are not generated on dedicated
nodes and as a result the absolute times do not reflect too

Table . Timing data of the present massively parallel LR-CC module for the case of the polarisability calculation of hexacene, C H , at
the CCSD level with the Dunning cc-PVTZ basis sets [] (= a total of  basis set functions). Wall-clock times per each LR-CC submodule
ˆ
are reported in minutes as a function of the number of computer cores. Times for the CCSD T̂- and -equations
procedures and the CCSD
ˆ μi (λ, μ ) derivatives calculations are per iteration; these procedures experience on average , ,  and  iterations,
T̂ μi (λ, μ ) and 
respectively.
Wall-clock times with
 cores

Wall-clock times with
 cores

Wall-clock times with
 cores

HF calculation and partial post-HF transformation
CCSD T̂ -equation calculation
ˆ
CCSD -equation
calculation
CCSD T̂ μi (λ, μ) derivatives calculation
ˆ μi (λ, μ) derivatives calculation
CCSD 



















CCSD densityD pqi calculation and ﬁnal assembly







LR-CC submodule

(F )
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well the performance of the individual submodules. The
meaningful data to examine is how the present submodules perform as the number of cores increases. It can be
seen from Table 1 that all our CCSD submodules after
the HF one scale very well in the range of the considered processors. The utilised 444-function basis set is not
large enough to reveal any significant scaling in the HF
calculation and partial post-HF transformation. In fact,
their performance gets degraded, but this is not unusual
for these tasks. One of the issues to be addressed in the
future is the non-ideal rate of convergence of the CCSD
ˆ μi (λ, μ ) derivatives submodules.
T̂ μi (λ, μ ) and 

4. Results and discussion
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4.1. Calculated and experimental polarisabilities
In this study, we calculate the nine-component static
dipole polarisability tensor α and its related properties:
the average (scalar) static polarisabilities αave. and the
static polarisability anisotropies α [50]:


 
1
 1 

αave. =  Tr (α ) =  αxx + αyy + αzz  ;
3
3
1
[3Tr (α2 ) − T r2 (α )]
2
2
2 

1  
=+
α xx − α  yy + (α  xx − α  zz )2 + α  yy − α  zz
2

α = +

(11)
where α = (δi j α  i j ) is the diagonalised static dipole
polarisability tensor α. There are various experimentally
determined αave. for the molecules in Sets I and II to ascertain the accuracy of the calculated αave. (cf. Tables 2–4).
However, there are no experimentally determined α to
compare with their calculated counterparts. Therefore,
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the calculated α are of a predictive nature. In addition,
the calculated α provide an extra variable to compare
the employed theoretical methods among themselves. For
the molecules in Sets I and II, we only report their calculated αave. and α. For the molecules in Set III, we
report these same properties as well as the components
αi j of their tensors α and their perpendicular polarisabilities αP = |αii | (cf. Section 4.3 for further details); while
no experimental polarisability data are available for the
molecules in Set III, some previously calculated αP are
available for comparison [76].
Since comparisons between theoretical and experimental αave. are important, it is instructive to analyse the
available experimentally determined αave. and their accuracy. All the experimental average static polarisabilities
αave. (ω = 0) employed in this study were determined
from average dynamic polarisabilities αave. (ω = 0) measured with refractometric techniques on liquid samples
at or near room temperature. The refractometric techniques measure the refractive index n(ω) of the liquid
samples employing light with a frequency ω = 0; from
the n(ω), average dynamic polarisabilities αave. (ω = 0)
are calculated via the Lorentz–Lorenz relationship [50]:
αave (ω) = (3/4πρ) {[n(ω)2 − 1] / [n(ω)2 + 2]}, where
ρ is the number density (i.e. the number of particles per
unit volume) of a gas or liquid sample. To determine the
average static αave. (ω = 0), several dynamic αave. (ω = 0)
are determined at different frequencies ω = 0 and fitted
into the Cauchy dispersion equation [50]: αave. (ω) =
αave. (ω = 0) +C2 ω2 +C4 ω4 + · · ·, where C2 , C4 , … etc.
are the Cauchy coefficients, from which αave. (ω = 0)
can be immediately determined. However, in the case of
thiophene and its oligomers (Set II), only their dynamic
αave (ω) in tetrahydrofuran solution measured with
a single light wavelength λ = 2πc/ω = 589 nm are
available [75]. For these molecules, the static

Table . Average static dipole polarisabilities αave. , Equation (), in atomic units of the closed-shell molecules in Sets I and II from CPHF,
DFT-PBE, DFT-LC-PBE, MBPT() and CCSD calculations and from experiments. All calculations are performed with the Sadlej PVTZ basis
sets [] except where otherwise indicated. Additional experimental data are listed in Tables  and .
Molecule

CPHF

DFT-PBE

DFT-LC-PBE

MBPT()

Quinoline
Isoquinoline
Benzonitrile
Nitrobenzene
Acenaphthene
Benzanthracene
Fluorene
Thiophene

, -bithiophene
 
, : ,"-terthiophene
 
, : ,":","’-quaterthiophene

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

a Dunning cc-PVDZ basis set [].
b Dunning cc-PVTZ basis set [].

CCSD

Experiments

.
.
.
.
.
.a .b
.
.
.
.
.a .b

. [], cf. Table 
. [], cf. Table 
. [], cf. Table 
. []
.. []
.
..[]
. [,]
. [,]
. [,]
. [,]
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Table . Measured average static dipole polarisabilities αave. , Equation (), in atomic units
of quinolone and isoquinoline from various
experimental sources.
Quinoline

at 0 K. One should bear in mind all these assumptions
in the experimental and calculated data during their
comparisons.

Isoquinoline

.a

.a
.b
.c
. d,∗
.d
.d
.d
.d
. e
.e

.b
.c
. d,∗
.d
.d
.d
.d
.e
.e

4.2. Polarisabilities of closed-shell molecules and
thiophene oligomers (Sets I and II)

a Ref. [].
b Ref. [].
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c Ref. [].
d Ref. [].
e Ref. [].
∗ Selected for Table .

αave. (ω = 0) were determined through a relationship proposed by Champagne et al. [56]: α(ω) =
α(ω = 0)(E 2 − 2 ω2 )/E 2 , where E is the experimental excitation energies from the ground to the
first-excited states of the molecules [75]. This two-state
relationship is obviously approximate because it neglects
contributions of higher excited states, but a better estimation of α(ω = 0) is not possible with the available
data. The refractometric techniques were applied to
liquid samples of the molecules under study. In one
measurement for benzonitrile, a neat (i.e. pure liquid) sample was utilised [73]. However, the rest of the
refractometric measurements involved solutions of the
molecules in relatively inert solvents. In those cases, the
determinations of the dynamic αave. (ω) involved the use
of solvent models (e.g. Lorentz [84,85] and Onsager [86]
local fields) to account for solute–solvent interactions.
In conclusion, it follows from the above considerations
that the experimentally determined static αave. should
be considered with care because of the various manipulations and assumptions during their determinations.
On the other hand, the calculated average static αave.
are for single non-interacting molecules in gas phase

Table 2 lists the average dipole polarisabilities αave. of
the closed-shell molecules in Sets I and II calculated
at the CPHF, DFT-PBE, DFT-LC-PBE, MBPT(2) and
CCSD levels with the basis sets discussed in Section
3. In addition, Table 2 lists the experimentally determined αave. of these selected molecules from different
experimental sources. In the cases of quinoline, isoquinoline and benzonitrile, various experimentally determined
αave. are available for each molecule, and all those values are listed in Tables 3 (quinoline and isoquinoline)
and 4 (benzonitrile). For quinoline and isoquinoline, all
their experimentally determined αave. are from measurements in solution; therefore, their most recently measured αave. [87] in cyclohexane are taken as their most
reliable experimental values for comparison in Table 2.
For benzonitrile, its experimental αave. are from one
neat measurement [73] and from various measurements
[73] in solution; therefore, the αave. from the neat sample is taken as its most reliable experimental value for
comparison in Table 2. Analysis of the data in Table 2
Expt.
Calc.
− αave | of
reveals that the average absolute error |αave
Calc.
the calculated average polarisabilities, αave , with respect
Expt.
to the experimental ones, αave , for the molecules in
Set I is: 5.9 (CPHF), 9.8 (DFT-PBE), 6.3 (DFT-LCPBE), 5.2 [MBPT(2)] and 4.5 a.u. (CCSD), respectively.
Expt.
Calc.
− αave | for
Similarly, the average absolute error |αave
the molecules in Set II is: 25.1 (CPHF), 20.1 (DFTPBE), 25.4 (DFT-LC-PBE), 36.2 [MBPT(2)] and 32.7 a.u.
(CCSD), respectively. Finally, the average absolute error
Expt.
Calc.
− αave | for all the molecules in Sets I and II is:
|αave
12.8 (CPHF), 13.6 (DFT-PBE), 13.1 (DFT-LC-PBE), 16.2
[MBPT(2)] and 14.6 a.u. (CCSD), respectively. On calcuExpt.
lating the above errors, the experimental αave are taken
Calc.
from Table 2 and the CCSD αave of benzanthracene

Table . Measured average static dipole polarisabilities αave. , Equation (), in atomic units of benzonitrile from various experimental sources.
Solvent
Neat (pure liquid) []
CCl []
CH []
THF []
CH CN []
∗ Selected for Table .

Lorentz local ﬁeld [,]

Onsager local ﬁeld []

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.∗
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and 2,2 :5 ,2 :5 ,2 -quaterthiophene are those calculated
with the cc-PVTZ basis sets. As a reference, it is worth
noticing that the standard deviations of the experimenExpt.
tal αave in Tables 3 and 4 are: 4.0 (quinolone), 4.0 (isoquinoline) and 1.2 (benzonitrile) a.u., respectively, while
Expt.
the reported error bar in the determination of αave for
benzonitrile is approximately 5 a.u. [73].
Calc.
for the molecules in Set
Overall, the calculated αave
I show a satisfactory agreement with the available experimental results in Tables 2–4. Comparison of the CPHF
Calc.
with their experimental counterparts shows that,
αave
unlike the case of ESR isotropic hyperfine coupling constants [48], electron correlation effects are not excessively
Calc.
in Set
critical for the accuracy of the calculated αave
Calc.
I since the CPHF αave agree reasonably well with the
experimental data. Therefore, it is understandable that
Calc.
with the employed wavefunctionall the calculated αave
based and DFT correlated methods in Set I agree well with
the experimental data. With the exception of acenaphthene and thiophene, addition of correlation effects to the
Calc.
in the simplest wavefunction-based form via
CPHF αave
Calc.
MBPT(2) improves the accuracy of the calculated αave
in Set I. A better overall agreement with the experimental data in Set I is finally achieved with the highly correCalc.
lated CCSD αave
, although for isoquinoline, benzonitrile
and fluorene, the MBPT(2) αave. agree slightly better with
Expt.
Calc.
do. In the
the experimental αave. than the CCSD αave
case of the DFT calculations for Set I, DFT-PBE overall
performs worse than CPHF, whereas DFT-LC-PBE overall performs better than DFT-PBE but still worse than
CPHF; these DFT performances may be attributed to the
deterioration of the exchange interaction in DFT-PBE
with respect to that in HF and to the partial restoration
of the correct HF exchange interaction in DFT-PBE-LC
−1
into shortthrough its ad hoc partition of the operator r12
and long-range components [79]. Despite observed differences, all the employed theoretical methods perform
consistently well in predicting the αave. of the molecules
in Set I.
As mentioned previously, Set II permits one to analyse the variation of the thiophene oligomers’ αave. (N ) as a
function of their number of thiophene units (monomers)
N along the lines of previous studies of polymers’ polarisabilities [9–11]. More specifically, an early study by
Champagne et al. [56] provided the αave. (N ) of these
oligomers for N = 1 − 7 at the sum-over-states (SOS)
and CPHF levels. Plots of the SOS and CPHF increments αave. (N + 1) − αave. (N ) of these oligomers vs. N
become nearly constant at about N = 3 − 6 [56] – a
phenomenon termed saturation that is expected from
chemical intuition. In other words, the SOS and CPHF
αave. (N ) reach a nearly linear dependency upon N very
early at about N = 3 − 6. In contrast, the experimentally

Figure . Total average static polarisabilities αave. (N) of the thiophene oligomers as a function of the thiophene units N from CPHF,
DFT-PBE, DFT-LC-PBE, MBPT() and CCSD calculations and from
experiments [,].

Figure . Increments of the total average static polarisabilities
αave. (N + 1) − αave. (N) of the thiophene oligomers as a function
of the thiophene units N from CPHF, DFT-PBE, DFT-LC-PBE, MBPT()
and CCSD calculations and from experiments [,].

determined increments αave. (N + 1) − αave. (N ) do not
show any sign of saturation even with their highest available oligomer at N + 1 = 6 [60,75] but a monotonically
increasing and steep pattern. Thus, there was a great
discrepancy between the calculated and experimental
αave. (N ) but the lack of calculated αave. (N ) with highlevel methods and of additional experimental αave. (N ) at
that time prevented from determining which data were
incorrect: either the calculated or the experimental ones.
Fortunately, the present parallel implementation of highlevel methods can help to resolve this controversy. Toward
that goal, Figure 2 shows plots of αave. (N ) vs. N for the
first four thiophene oligomers from the current CPHP,
DFT-PBE, DFT-LC-PBE, MBPT(2) and CCSD calculations and from experiments [60,75]; in addition, Figure 3
shows plots of αave. (N + 1) − αave. (N ) vs. N from the
first four thiophene oligomers for the same type of data
in Figure 2. In agreement with the calculated αave. (N )
by Champagne et al. [56], all the currently calculated
αave. (N ) for the thiophene oligomers display a saturation
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Table . Static dipole polarisability anisotropies α, Equation (), in atomic units for the closed-shell molecules in Sets I and II from CPHF,
DFT-PBE, DFT-LC-PB, MBPT() and CCSD calculations. All calculations are performed with the Sadlej PVTZ basis sets [] except where
otherwise indicated.
Molecule

CPHF

PBE

LC-PBE

MBPT()

CCSD

Quinoline
Isoquinoline
Benzonitrile
Nitrobenzene
Acenaphthene
Benzanthracene
Fluorene
Thiophene

, -bithiophene
 
, : ,"-terthiophene
 
, : ,":","’-quaterthiophene

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.a
.
.
.
.
.a
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a Dunning cc-PVTZ basis set [].

pattern at low values of N. It may be safe to conclude now
that all the discussed theoretical methods must be correct
in predicting this early saturation, while the experimental αave. (N ) appear inaccurate. Given the provenance of
experimental αave. as discussed in Section 4.1, it is not
possible to indicate the source(s) of the possible inaccuracy in the experimental αave. (N ) of the thiophene
oligomers. Only further theoretical and experimental
studies of these systems will shed light on the remaining questions. In agreement with the trends found with
the molecules in Set I, the CPHF, DFT-PBE-LC, MBPT(2)
and CCSD αave. (N ) of the thiophene oligomers in Set II
are relatively close in values, but the DFT-PBE αave. (N )
appear somewhat higher in value in comparison with
the other theoretical results (cf. Figure 2). The behaviour
of the DFT-PBE αave. (N ) vs. N is consistent with previous observations of DFT overestimation of αave. in polymers with common DFT functionals [9–11]. In this case,
the observed DFT-PBE overestimation may be attributed
again to the inaccurate description of the exchange interaction by the PBE functional since the corrected DFTLC-PBE αave. (N ) does not manifest this overestimation
within the available interval of N values. Oddly, DFT-PBE
exhibits the lowest absolute error in Set II. This apparent
accuracy is obviously not significant due to the fact that it
is an artefact of the unphysical DFT-PBE overestimation
(cf. Figure 2) and due to the uncertainty in the experimental αave. (N ).
Table 5 lists the static polarisability anisotropies α,
Equation (11), of the closed-shell molecules in Sets I
and II calculated at the CPHF, DFT-PBE, DFT-LC-PBE,
MBPT(2) and CCSD levels with the basis sets discussed
in Section 3. The α in Table 5 are also displayed as a bar
plot in Figure 4. Analysis of the calculated α in Table 5
and Figure 4 reveals that CPHF, DFT-LC-PBE and CCSD
predict comparable α, whereas DFT-PBE and MBPT(2)
over- and underestimate the α, respectively, in
comparison with the other results. The DFT-PBE

Figure . Polarisability anisotropies α, Equation (), in atomic
units from CPHF, DFT-PBE, DFT-LC-PBE, MBPT() and CCSD calculations for the  considered molecules labelled as: : quinoline, :
isoquinoline, : benzonitrile, : nitrobenzene, : acenaphthene, :

benzanthracene, : ﬂuorene, : thiophene, : , -bithiophene, :

 

   
, : , -terthiophene and : , : , : , -quaterthiophene.

overestimation of α may be correlated with its
overestimation of αave. . The MBPT(2) underestimation of α is somewhat unexpected, especially when the
MBPT(2) and CCSD αave. behave as expected. Obviously,
this discrepancy between CCSD and MBPT(2) α must
be reflected in the magnitude of the diagonal elements of
the α tensor (cf. Equation (11)). To illustrate this, let us
inspect the MBPT(2) and CCSD diagonal tensor elements
of quinoline: a molecule that shows the largest difference
between the two anisotropy values in Set I. They are



αxx
= 116.4974, αyy
= 161.1931, αzz
= 61.01207 a.u.



for CCSD and αxx = 118.4822, αyy = 148.8335, αzz
=
72.1012 a.u. for MBPT(2), respectively. As we can clearly
see, the differences in the distribution of the magnitude of the diagonal elements in the tensor directions are
responsible for the anomalous behaviour of the compared
CCSD and MBPT(2) α, while the average polarisability αave. remains in agreement. This is an interesting
observation but provides no obvious explanation for
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Table . Components of the static polarisability tensor α = (αi j )(i, j = x, y, z) with respect to the principal axes of inertia, average
static dipole polarisabilities αave. and polarisability anisotropies α, Equation (), in atomic units for the radicals in Set III from current
UCCSD calculations with Sadlej PVTZ basis sets []. Also listed are the perpendicular polarisabilities αP =|αii | at the current UCCSD level
(ﬁrst entry) in comparison with available theoretical values [] (second entry) at the UCCSD(T) or RO-MBPT() level with Dunning cc-PVDZ
basis sets [] or modiﬁed Dunning cc-PVDZ basis sets [] for all the radicals except C H .
Radical
C  H

Downloaded by [Jorge Morales] at 10:07 17 January 2016

C H

C H  +

C H +

C H

Properties
αX X = -.
αY X = .
αZX = .

αX X = −.
αY X = −.
αZX = .

αX X = −.
αY X = .
αZX = .

αX X = −.
αY X = −.
αZX = .

αX X = −.
αY X = .
αZX = .

Polarisability tensor components αi j (i, j = x, y, z)
αXY = .
αYY = −.
αZY = .
Average polarisability αave. = .
Polarisability anisotropy α = .
Perpendicular polarisability αP =|αX X | = .
(current UCCSD/Sadlej PVTZ);. [UCCD(T)/modiﬁed cc-PVDZ []]
Polarisability tensor components αi j (i, j = x, y, z)
αXY = −.
αYY = −.
αZY = .
Average polarisability αave. =.
Polarisability anisotropy α = .
Perpendicular polarisability αP =|αYY | = . (current UCCSD/Sadlej PVTZ);
= . [RO-MBPT()/modiﬁed cc-PVDZ []]
Polarisability tensor components αi j (i, j = x, y, z)
αXY = .
αYY = −.
αZY = .
Average polarisability αave. = .
Polarisability anisotropy α = .
Perpendicular polarisability αP = |αYY | = . (current UCCSD/Sadlej PVTZ);
= . [UCCSD(T)/cc-PVDZ []]
Polarisability tensor components αi j (i, j = x, y, z)
αXY = −.
αYY = −.
αZY = .
Average polarisability αave. = .
Polarisability anisotropy α = .
Perpendicular polarisability αP = |αYY | = . (current UCCSD/Sadlej PVTZ);
= . [UCCSD(T)/cc-PVDZ []]
Polarisability tensor components αi j (i, j = x, y, z)
αXY = .
αYY = −.
αZY = .
Average polarisability αave. = .
Polarisability anisotropy α = .
Perpendicular polarisability αP = |αYY | = . (current UCCSD/Sadlej PVTZ)

this behaviour, which will be further investigated in the
future.
4.3. Polarisability of the open-shell radicals (Set III)
Table 6 lists the components of the static dipole polarisability tensors α = (αi j ) i, j = x, y, z with respect to
the principal axes of inertia, the average static polarisabilities αave. , the static polarisability anisotropies α
and the perpendicular polarisabilities αP = |αii | of
the open-shell radicals in Set III at the UCCSD level
with the Sadlej PVTZ basis sets [81]. Also listed in
Table 6 are previously calculated αP [76] at the restrictedopen-shell MBPT(2) [RO-MBPT(2)] (C9 H11 ) and unrestricted CCSD(T) [UCCSD(T)] levels (C5 H7 , C6 H8 + and
C10 H12 + ) with the Dunning cc-PVDZ [83] (C5 H7 and
C9 H11 ) and modified Dunning cc-PVDZ basis sets [76]

αX Z = .
αY Z = .
αZZ = −.

αX Z = .
αY Z = .
αZZ = −.

αX Z = .
αY Z = .
αZZ = −.

αX Z = .
αY Z = .
αZZ = −.

αX Z = .
αY Z = .
αZZ = −.

(C6 H8 + and C10 H12 + ). No previously calculated αP for
the C8 H8 biradical are available for comparison. For
each molecule, the longitudinal, lateral and perpendicular polarisabilities are the absolute values of the diagonal elements of its polarisability tensors α, |αii |, with
respect to the three principal axes of inertia that are
(nearly) along the molecule backbone, on the molecule
plane/quasi-plane containing the previous axis, and perpendicular to the molecule plane/quasi-plane, respectively [76]. These three polarisabilities are important
to understand the conductive and optical properties
of materials; however, the perpendicular polarisability
αP is analysed in more detail because it is the only
type of polarisability of these radicals for which previously calculated values are available for comparison [76].
The absolute deviations between the present and pre− α Previous
|, are 9.4 (C5 H7 ), 40.2
vious [76] αP , |α Present
p
p
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(C9 H11 ), 13.7 (C6 H8 + ) and 80.2 a.u. (C10 H12 + ), which
are larger than the largest experimental error of 5 a.u.
for the measurement of αave. in benzonitrile [73] considered in this study. In addition, the percentage relative deviation between the present and previous [76]
− α Previous
| × 100/αPRef. , where the reference
αP , |α Present
p
p
Ref.
polarisability αP is that calculated with the more correlated method for a given radical [UCCSD for C9 H11
and UCCSD(T) for the rest] is 8.5 (C5 H7 ), 13.0 (C9 H11 ),
6.9 (C6 H8 + ) and 14.6% (C10 H12 + ). These deviations suggest that the calculated polarisabilities of these radicals
are rather sensitive to the level of electronic correlation in
the employed method and the size of the basis set. Consistently, previously calculated ESR isotropic hyperfine coupling constants of radicals [48] were similarly sensitive.
Future calculations with various correlated methods and
basis sets will shed further light on this issue. As stated
previously, there are no experimental polarisabilities of
these unstable radicals to date; therefore, the previous
[76] and present calculated polarisabilities are truly predictive. We hope that all these predictive values will spur
the interest to corroborate them with further calculations
and experimental measurements.

5. Conclusions
As part of our ongoing implementation of parallel CC
capabilities to evaluate ESR properties [48,49], we present
herein a new massively parallel LR-CC module within
the ACES III code [41] to calculate up to secondorder properties. This module employs the cutting-edge
parallel-computing tools in ACES III [41], such as the
SIP [45] and the SIAL [46]. This general-purpose LRCC module can be used to evaluate any type of firstand second-order properties of both closed- and openshell molecules employing restricted, unrestricted and
restricted-open-shell HF references. Due to the relevance
of static polarisabilities in various applied sciences, we
illustrate this LR-CC module through the calculation
of that second-order property in large molecules at the
MBPT(2) (closed-shell cases) and CCSD (closed- and
open-shell cases) levels. In addition, closed-shell calculations at the CPHF and DFT levels are included for
comparison. This study focuses on 16 large molecules
sorted into three sets. Set I includes eight closedshell molecules relevant in organic chemistry: quinoline, isoquinoline, benzonitrile, nitrobenzene, acenaphthene, benzanthracene, fluorene and thiophene. Set II

includes the closed-shell oligomer series: thiophene, 2,2 







bithiophene, 2,2 :5 ,2 -terthiophene and 2,2 :5 ,2 :5 ,2 quaterthiophene; the polarisabilities of these molecules
are relevant to elucidate conductive and optical properties in thiophene polymers. Finally, Set III includes five

open-shell radicals: 1-3 pentadieneyl radical, C5 H7 , 13-5-7 nonatetraeneyl radical, C9 H11 , 1-3-5 hexatriene
cation radical, C6 H8 + , 1-3-5-7-9 decapentiene cation
radical, C10 H12 + , and p-p-quinodimethane diradical,
C8 H8 ; the polarisabilities of these radicals are relevant
for designing multifunction components that can change
their conductive and optical properties upon change of
their spin states by an external magnetic field [76,77]. All
calculations are performed with the Sadlej PVTZ basis
sets [81], except for the CCSD calculations of benzan




thracene and 2,2 :5 ,2 :5 ,2 -quaterthiophene that are
performed with the Dunning cc-PVDZ and cc-PVTZ
basis sets [83]. The calculated polarisabilities of the
closed-shell molecules in Sets I and II are compared with
various experimental polarisabilities, whose determinations from measurements and accuracies are examined in
detail. No experimental data are available for the radicals
in Set III and the calculated data are, therefore, truly predictive. For Set I, all the calculated average static polarisabilities agree reasonably well with the experimental
data, with DFT-PBE and CCSD providing the worst and
best agreements, respectively. This indicates that, unlike
ESR properties in open-shell radicals [48], electron correlation effects are less critical for the accuracy of polarisabilities in closed-shell molecules. For Set II, the calculated average static polarisabilities vs. the number of
monomer units exhibit comparable values and saturation patterns with all the employed methods, in agreement with earlier low-level calculations [56]. In Set II,
the disagreement of all these calculated data with the
experimental ones [75] suggests inaccuracies in the latter. In Sets I and II, DFT-PBE tends to somewhat overestimate the average static polarisability, a phenomenon
previously observed with some DFT functionals [9–11].
Calculated static polarisability anisotropies in Sets I and
II show comparable values among all the employed methods, except for MBPT(2), which predicts relatively low
values. For Set III, UCCSD perpendicular static polarisabilities show a reasonable agreement with their counterparts previously calculated at the UCCSD(T) and ROMBPT(2) levels [76]. Like ESR properties in open-shell
radicals [48], the calculated polarisabilities of these openshell radicals are somewhat sensitive to the level of
electron correlation effects in the employed methods.
Timing data of this LR-CC module are exemplified with
additional CCSD polarisability calculations on hexacene,
C26 H16 .
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